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The Mummer-Cordillera del Paine, Chile
David Cheesmond

The 'Holy Trinity" stare down grimly as we plod up faces to the wind, thinking all
the time of logistics, statistics, possibilities, lines and even difficulties. Others have
come here and failed, but we are clever, we think, and have ethics or vision or what
ever, so travel light and hope for the best in weather and experience.

Two days of humping loads convinces us of the folly of anything larger than a 2
man expedition, and then we explore up to the base of the rock and our first ever
snow-cave. We appreciate the concept as Concorde takes off continuously outside
and we snuggle further into downy smelly warmth and play chess by candlelight.
The only drawback seems to be the drips, but most can be coaxed over to be caught
in the pot and hence the problem is easily solved.

For 3 days we lie inactive, bored by chess and our home-made cards, and we
finally realize this is really Patagonia, and the wind does not intend stopping, so we
stagger down to base and a fire and dry clothes.

Refreshed by home comforts, and hopeful in the light of a clear dawn, we
are once more at the cave and soon on the rock. Surprised at finding some bolts
from a previous attempt, we climb past and think perhaps we are a bit naive without
even a skyhook between the two of us. Looking at Phi I thrutching ahead and with
home-made harness, remembering our hammocks manufactured of cord found at
Base Camp, it strikes me just how disorganized we must seem in the eyes of the

Mountain Gods!
Four pitches and 6 hours later we find a rope, and with the scream of the wind

through the col heralding the next storm, we make a wise and justifiable decision to
run for home. The day is not wasted, however, as with our climbing ropes and this
found one, we can leave a web to speed our return.

Frustration is the keynote of the next 2 weeks of false starts every 2 or 3 days, and
miserable times spent in dismal contemplation of the damp scene in our cold
residence.

In the middle of it all our walls melt out and collapse, and we dig our second
cave with less expenditure of effort but greater speed due to its being done during
the height of a storm.

All the waiting pays dividends, however, as we crawl out early one morning to
clear skies and a still day, and even no tell-tale high cirrus on the horizon. We are
soon bag-packed on the route and up into the big diedre which is what the line is
really all about. Some clever nutting by Phil allows fast progress, and then excite
ment as one pops and he arrives back near the stance, to return to the fray and,
mutteringly, struggle through.

By mid-afternoon joy turns to consternation as our fast pace is slowed by the
arrival of a sleet and snow-storm. The Towers of Paine are slowly obliterated by the
mist, while the easing of the angle of the rock is more than compensated for by the
layer of snow that has to be cleared before any progress can be made. At last the
long Patagonian day draws to a close, and after grub I try to sleep in a badly slung
hammock and Phil does likewise on a half-cleared ledge.

. For 6 snowy hours we hang around until we can rise to the sun's feeble attempts
at shining through the thick mist which is starting to move ever-faster eastwards.

The Sword, Blade and Mummer.
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Regrets at not having brought the stove for a morning brew are lost in the
technicalities of traversing the ridge to the summit tower, which looks more
difficult the closer we get to its easy angled but totally blank walls.

Were it not for the snow, I think, and were I wearing friction shoes, it would
be such a simple slab problem, but as it steepens my crawling knees lose grip on
the rock and I slither down to try again in another place. Phil's genius supplies the
answer eventually, when I throw my hammer over the top and swarm up the rope
to finally stand small, tired and scared on top of our first ever virgin summit.

With Phil next to me we contemplate the view for a full 5 minutes and then we
are swarming down into the eye of the storm. Phil is below leading an abseil and I
suddenly realize this is probably the last climb we will do together in South
America. In the swirling mist I get flashbacks of Alpamayo, Ulta, Illimani and all
the other hills we made together, and when I get to his ledge he tells me he's
thinking of California. It is the end of the trip after all.

Summary
First ascent: 7 December 1976 The Mummer via the South West Diedre, Phi! Dawson and
David Cheesmond, Peruvian and Patagonian Andes Expedition.

A first ascent of Pruppoo-Brukh
(c 7000m)

Japanese Railway Workers Karakoram Expedition

'From an untouched glacier to an unclimbed peak'-this had been our dream and
was the purpose of our expedition. Our first problem was simply arranging an
overseas expedition and, as usual, we encountered difficulties acquiring the
necessary funds for the expedition. However, thanks to the kind understanding of
the authorities and to the warm help extended by various friends, we could finally
leave for Pakistan in May, 1977.

On 23 May, 13 of us arrived at Rawalpindi and stayed there for a week to make
all the necessary preparations for the expedition. On 3 June, we flew to Skardu and
then proceeded to Kahplu in 5 jeeps. After negotiating the hire of porters for
transportation of equipment and food, the expedition started with 84 porters on 9
June towards Chogolisa W Peak (7000m) (temporary name).

At 6.30am, 14 June, the morning calm at Techumi was broken by a loud whistle
as the first day of the approach march started. Even the Sirdar and porters had
never been in this area before so the valley depths were completely unknown. We
proceeded along a narrow track cut in the rock face and running alongside the
lateral moraine of the Chogolisa Glacier in an increasingly rarefied atmosphere.

The advance party and the Sirdar decided on the Base Camp site, located in an
open space surrounded by low bush with a tiny stream on the E side of the slope
and a big moraine rising on the W side. Another stream arising in Afternoon Flat to
the N of the Base Camp, flowed from N to S. This area is a part of the Chogolinsa
Chimiku grass land and is 4150m high. The advance party arrived here at 1l.15am
followed by the other team members, high-altitude porters and 84 local porters
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